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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A survey of the literature in the field of reading for
the past twenty years or more reveals a considerable interest
in the discovery and analysis of the causes of difficulty of
comprehension of reading materials. A great deal of the inves-
tigation has been concentrated on vocabulary, which is generally
accepted as the one most significant factor related to reading
comprehension; less attention has been given to the causes of
difficulty when familiar vocabulary has been built up into
phrases, sentences, paragraphs, or larger thougnt units.
A few investigations have considered the sentence
specifically, in regard to its frequency, length, and structure;
very few have attempted to isolate for study the numerous
factors or elements ox sentence structure which may bear a
relationship to comprehension difficulty.
The older studies of comprenension difficulties of the
sentence have been made chiefly with pupils of the middle
grades, especially the sixth. Within the past decade, adult
reading materials have received attention; and most recently,
a few studies have been made with the prinary grades up to
the fourth.

There seerrb to have "been no research dealing specifically
with the problem of th^ factors and elements of sentence struc-
ture which cau^e difficulty to pupils of the upper grade , or
junior high scnool level. Therefore, the present study has as
its aims:
1. To discover whether certain factors of sentence
structure are related to comprehension difficulty
of grade eight pupils
2. To arrange in order of difficulty the elements
of sentence structure studied.
It is believed that more accurate knowledge of the
causes and nature of comprehension difficulty would aid greatly
in judging the suitability of reading materials, in adapting
old materials tc a particular use, or in preparing new materials
of a high degree of readability.

CHAPTER II
SUMMARY OE PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
We shall mention first the classic study of frequency
of sentence structures, then describe the various other inves-
tigations that have dealt with sentence length and structure.
Thorndike, Evans, Kennon, and Newcomb examined tne sen-
tences in a wide and varied selection of both cnildren's and
adults 1 reading material. They lifted systematically 438 dif-
ferent types of constructions found during 18,113 occurrences
of the most frequent construction, a simple statement in the
ordinary order. The frequency of each construction per 100,000
was determined, and a number from one to nine was assigned to
each, the highest number indicating the highest frequency. 1
Concerning this list Thorndike comments: "The list is so short,
and over two-thirds of them (the constructions) are such
as a child able to do ordinary fourth grade «/ork will have
2
learned from his life in school and out." It is implied that
frequency indicates ease of comprehension.
1. Thorndike, Edward L.
,
Evans, Annie L. , and Kennon,
Laura, H.V. , "An Inventory of English Constructions with
Measures of Their Importance," Teachers College Record, XXVIII
(February, 1927), pp. 580-610.
2. Thorndike, Edward L.
,
"Improving the Ability to Read,'
Teachers College Record , XXXVI (October, 1934) p. 14.

4One of the earliest investigations to discover the rela-
tionship of sentence length to difficulty was made in 1925 by
Orndorff who tested two sixth grade groups equated for intelli-
gence, one with long sentence material, the other with the same
content presented in short sentences. No significant difference
was found between the effects of the long and the short sentence
A few years later Thompson tried to improve on Orndorff
s
study by testing a much greater population--fourteen hundred
fifth and sixth grade pupils—with standardized reading test
material and by eliminating the factors of speed and memory. A
careful statistical handling of the data revealed no significant
difference between the effects of long and short sentences in
4
expressing similar content. Gray and Leary suggest that a
weakness of this study probably lies in the use of narrative
material only, which did not demand the pupil (in Thorndike's
phrase) "to select, weigh, compare and organize". 5
Vogel and Washburne selected 150 books from the Winnetka
Graded Book List to be examined by the Winnetka teacher's
seminar for elements of difficulty related to grade placement.
3
3.
3. Orndorff, Bernice A.. "An Experiment to Show the
Effect of Sentence Length uoon Comprehension." Unpublished
Taster's thesis, Department of Education, University of Iowa,
1925, pp. 80.
4. Thompson. Ruth C. "The Effect of Length of Sentence
upon Comprehension," Unpublished ^aster's thesis, University of
Pittsburgh, 1929, pp.40.
5. Grav. William S. . and Leary. Bernice E. , What Hakes
a Book Readable, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1935,
pp. 358.

A formula was derived from the following elements found to have
a high correlation with reading difficulty:
1. The nuvber of different words occurring in a
sampling of one thousand words
2. The number of prepositions (including duplicates)
occurring in a thousand word sampling
3. The number of words (including duplicates)
in a one thousand word sampling not occurring
in Thomdike's list
4. The number of simple sentences in seventy-five
sample sentences
A number of other studies have considered sentence
structure in relation to the content of various scnool subjects
for the middle grades. Weekes studied the choices of poetry of
412 sixth grade children and found that involved sentence
structure caused reading difiiculty and tended to obscure mean-
7
ing, but not to the extent that figurative language did.
Ayer found that, for a large number of fifth and seventh grade
pupils tested, abstract thought caused the greatest difficulty
in history comprehension and long, involved sentence^ the least
trouble, although the mean comprehension scores were rai-ed
somewhat by simplification of structure.
6. Vogel, Mabel and 7/ashburne , Carle ton, "An Objective
Method of Determining Grade Placement of Children's Reading
Material," Elementary School Journal . XXVIII (January, 192b),
pp. 373-381.
7. Weekes, Blanche, "The Influence of Meaning on
Children's Choice of Poetry," Teachers College Contributions
to Education . No. 354, New York: Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1929.
8. Ayer, Adelaide M. , "Some Difficulties in Elementary
School history," Teachers College Contributions to Education ,
No. 212, New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1926.

6Carroll tested the ability of two seventh grade groups
in the comprehension of directions given in paragraph form.
He found the following causes of difficulty:
1. Sentences involving slight arithmetic calculations
2. "Prepotent factors"
3. Sentences containing conditional clauses
4. Sentences too compact or involved
He believed that appropriate practice would greatly increase
the efficiency of pupils in the reading of materials which
9
require very complete and exact interpretation.
One of four factors which Kramer studied as intrinsically
inherent in the verbal arithmetic problem was the element of
sentence form. From tests given to 237 representative sixth
grade pupils she concluded that when the entire problem was
stated within a single complex sentence, interrogative, tnere
was greater success than when the facts were atated in declar-
ative form, the requirement being given in further interrogative
or imperative bentences. Possibly greater familiarity with the
former type of problem wao in favor of its success.
^
i9. Carroll, Robert P., "An Experimental Study of Reading,
Teachers College Contributions to education, No. 245, New York:
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1926.
10. Kramer, Grace A., "The Effect of Certain Factors in
the Verbal Arithmetic Problem upon Children's Success in the
Solution," John Honkins University Studies in Education, No. 20,
Baltimore: the John Hopkins Press, 1933.

7In more recent years, interest has been shown in the
relationship "between structural elements and reading ability in
the lower elementary grades. In 1936, Burk made an extensive
study to discover what elements in a reading selection determine
a pupil's interest, his rate of reading, and his comprehension;
one of two factors in style of writing given special attention
was the length and kind of sentence. Each of three stories was
written in nine different forms, and 20^ fourth grade pupils
read each form (1800 pupils in all), comprehension being checked
by an objective test. The conclusions were that the stories
written in short simple sentences were mo~t interesting, but
ranked lowest in average reading rate; stories written in long
compound and complex sentences were least interesting, but
ranked highest in average reading rate; the kind of sentence
apparently had no influence on the size of the average compre-
hension score.
^
Beal,in seeking a criterion for grade placement of
primary reading mat er ials , studied tne efiect of twenty selec-
tions of varied levels of difficulty on sixty children in grades
two snd three. Twenty cnildren weie tested in oral reading for
rate, errors, and comprehension, and forty in silent reading
for rate and errors. In both types of test, complex sentences
11. Burk, Cassie M. , U A Study of the Influence of Some
Factors in Style of Composition on the Interest, Comprehension,
and Rate of Reading of Fourth Grade Pupils," Journal of Exper-
imental Education, IV (June, 1936), pp. 303-352.

aproduced little if any different effect from that of simple
sentences, other than a slewing up of oral reading. However,
a negative correlation of some significance was found between
compound sentences and ea^e of comprehension in oral reading.^
Henley made a different sort of approach to the dis-
covery of the comprehension difficulties of various sentence
structures. U-ing sentences of the kinds of constructions
listed in the highest frequencies "by Thorndike , and vocabulary
controlled for grade tnree , she "built three tests: a question
test using twenty-seven constructions in question form, a true-
false and a completion test using forty-seven other construc-
tions almost entirely in statement form. The tests were given
to more than two hundred children in grades three and four.
According to the frequency of errors, the constructions used
were divided into five levels of difficulty. The following
elements were found to bear the greatest relationship to com-
prehension difficulties:
1. Long sentences
2. Compound-complex sentence
3. Compound subject
4. Two objects, direct before indirect
5. Infinitive u^ed as a noun
12. Seal, Alice E. . "An Evaluation of Techniques for
Determining the Difficulty of Primary Grade Reading ." Unpub-
lished waster's thesis, Boston University School of Education,
1937.
13. Henley, Ruth E. , " Comprehension Difficulties of
Various Sentence Structures ." Unpublished faster 1 s thesis,
Boston University School ot Education, 1938.
.
*

6. Noun in apposition
7. Possessive with 'of 1
6. Comparative
9. Adverb after verb
10. Use of participle
11. Words referring "back to other word or words
in the sentence
Gibbons made a study with twenty-five third grade chil-
dren in two groups equated for intelligence. She found that
the scores on a phras- test (disarranged phrases in sentences
of varied difficulty and structure were to be re-formed into
sentences) had a correlation with a test of comprehension of
the same material of nearly .90; and with the Gates Standard-
ized Reading Test of nearly .70. The conclusion is that,
although the number of cases is small, a high correlation
exists between the ability to see relationships between parts
of a sentence and understanding the sentence; also between the
same ability to ^ee relationships ana the general reading
ability measured on the standardized test.
In 1934, three studies were reported in regard to the
reading difficulties encountered by adults, especially those
of limited reading ability. McClusky was interested in find-
ing out the characteristics of reading materials considered
difficult. He tested a hundred or more college students in
14. Gibbons, Helen D., "Reading and Sentence Elements,"
Elementary English Review . XVIII (February, 1941 ) , pp. 42-46.

10
comprehension of parages from six different types of content
material. He found fiction to be the easiest and psychology
and physics the hardest, the easy material "being characterized
"by short simple sentence structure and familiar vocabulary, the
difficult material by technical, unfamiliar vocabulary and
15
complex sentence structure.
Ojemann found the average reading ability of a group of
565 parents to be not above grade eight level, and that at
least half the group had considerable difficulty in comprehen-
ding passages from various common parent education materials.
A quantitative analysis of the causes of difiiculty revealed
that the nurrber of complex sentences and the nurr.be r of prep-
ositions (inclusive and exclusive of infinitive signs) had a
fairly high correlation with difficulty when vocabulary was
held constant.
Dale and Tyler tested colored adults of limited ability
and found that three factors which correlated highest with
reading difficulty were the number of different technical word-
in the selection, the nur ber of different hard, ncn- technical
words, and the number of indeterminate clauses. An acknowledged
15. McClusky, Howard Y. , "A Quantitative Analysis of
the Difficulty of Reading Materials," Journal of Educational
Researcn, XXVIII (December. 1934). po. 2.76-28?..
16. Ojemann, Ralph H. , "The Reading Ability of Parents
and Factors Associated v/ith Reading Difficulty of Parent
Education Materials," Researches in Parent Education II,
University of Iowa Studies, Studies in Child ..elf are, VIII
(March, 1934)
, pp. 11-32.

weakness of this study is its limited sampling of adults. 1 '
The most thoroughgoing and extensive investigation of
the factors that contribute to the "readability" of a book was
made by Gray and Leary. Tneir tests on 1,690 average adults
revealed that at least one tnird of the number had reading
ability below seventh grade level. A formula was devised for
the prediction of difficulty from the following eight elements:
1. dumber of different hard words (not on Easy-
7/ord list of 756 words)
2. Number of easy words
3. Percentage of monosyllables
4. Number of personal pronouns
5. Average sentence length in words
6. Percentage of different words
7. Number of prepositional phrases
6. Number of simple sentences
Other structural items not mentioned in the above lict which
were found to be significant were:
1. Percentage of co-.plex sentences
2. Number of compound- complex sentences
3. Number of infinitive phrases
4. Number of complex sentences
5. Percentage of simple sentences
17. Dale, Edgar and Tyler, Ralph W. , "A Study of the
Factors Influencing the Difficulty of Reading Materials for
Adults of Limited Reading Ability," Library Quarterly , IV
(July, 1934), pp. 384-412.
(
6. Number of clauses introduced "by subordinate
conjunction
7. Nuirber of compound and compound-complex
sentences
8. Number of clauses introduced by relative
pronoun
'"any other items found to be of a slight significance to
1 8
reading difficulty were also mentioned. x
Lorge, in order to apply the Gray and Leary technique to
children's reading, and to obtain a measure of reading diffi-
culty in terms of ^rade scores, made a study of the predicta-
bility of the grade scores for the 376 items included in the
T.
rcCall and Crabbs Standard lest Lessons in Reading, Books II-V.
He found that the addition of one more variable to the Gray and
Leary formula, namely a weighted index of the frequency of
words, raised the accuracy of prediction appreciably.
In the studies reviewed, considerable disagreement has
been noted as to the effect of length and kind of sentence
upon comprehension. ?£any mention prepositional phrases as sig-
nificant structural elements, fiuch further research could be
made to find more accurate instru; entrs of prediction, and to
find what elements of difficulty are common only to certain
levels of reading ability .
12
18, Gray, William S. , and Leary, Bernice E. , What
Makes a Book Readable
,
Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
ly^b, 15pr"35B
19, Lorge
?
Irving, "Predicting Reading Difficulty of
Selections for Children," Elementary English Review , XVI,
(October, 1939), pp. 229-233.

CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
From the Thorndike list of frequency of 438 types of
sentence structures a number were chosen to be tested, chiefly
those of high frequency rating. 1 A few other Variations of
structure thought to cause difficulty were added, for which a
certain definite Thorndike rating could not be inferred. Of a
total of eighty-five structures thirty-four are questions, one
is exclamatory, one is imperative, the remainder are statements
Using these eighty-five sentence structures three tests
were composed: a question test of thirty-four items, a true-
false test of fifty-one items, and a completion test of fifty-
one items. In the latter two tests the same structures were
used, these being listed in the same order to facilitate com-
parison of results. A few structures were common to all three
tests. Many are the same as chosen by Henley.^
The sentence structures tested with their corresponding
Thorndike ratings are shown in Tables I and II.
1. Thorndike, Edward L., Evans, Annie L«» and Kennon,
Laura H. V., ttAn Inventory of English Constructions with Meas-
ures of Their Importance," Teachers College Record " XXVIII
(February, 1927), pp. 580-610^
2. Henley, Ruth E., "Comprehension Dif ficultiesof Various
Sentence Structures
,
w Unpublished Master f s Thesis, Boston Uni-
versity School of Education, 1938. (This study is considerably
indebted to the technique employed by Henley.)

TABLE I
TYPES OF SENTENCE STRUCTURES IN THE ORDER GIVEN IN TRUE-FALSE
TEST AND IN COMPLETION TEST, WITH TEE CORRESPONDING THORNDIKE
FREQUENCY RATING
Thorn
-
Sentence Structures dike
Rating
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
15.
14.
15.
16.
17.
13.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
Simple sentence, verb and subject inverted 8
Simple sentence, verb and object inverted 7
Simple sentence, verb and subject inverted, phrase at
the beginning 8
Simple sentence, phrase at the end . 9
Simple sentence with compound predicate 9
Simple sentence with compound subject . . . 9
Simple sentence with compound subject and compound
predicate ..... ...... 0 * 9
Long simple sentence 9
Longer simple sentence with phrases and modifiers . • 9
Complex sentence with dependent adverbial clause at the
beginning 8
Comnlex sentence with dependent adverbial clause at the
end 8
Complex sentence with dependent adjectival clause fol-
lowing antecedent 9
Comolex sentence with dependent adjectival clause sep-
arated from antecedent ..... 9
Complex sentence with adjectival clause having relative
omitted 8
Long, complex sentence with both adverbial and adjec-
tival clauses
Noun clause introduced by 'that' 8
Noun clause introduced by 'that' omitted 8
Noun clause introduced by 'what 1 ... 9
Comparative with 'than' without verb 8
Comparative with 'than' with subject before verb 'does 1 7
Comparative with 'than' with subject after verb 'does' 7
Compound sentence with two clauses joined bv a con-
junction 9
Compound sentence with more than two clauses joined by
conjunctions 9
Compound sentence with two clauses separated by a semi-
colon •
Compound sentence with more than two clauses separated
by semicolons
Comoound-complex sentence .
Exclamatory statement . 7

TABLE I (continued)
TYPES OF SENTENCE STRUCTURES IN THE ORDEn. GIVEN IN TRUE-FALSE
TEST AND IN COMPLETION TEST, WITH THE CORRESPONDING THORNDIKE
FREQUENCY RATING
Thorn-
Sentence structures dike
Rating
28. Elliptical statement 8
29. Command, ordinary order 9
30. Command, object and verb inverted 3
31. Infinitive used as adverbial of ouroose 8
32. Infinitive used as a noun 8
33. Infinitive used as an adjective 8
34. Noun used as an adjective 8
35. Adjective in ordinary order 9
36. Adjective in inverted order 8
37. Participle before noun 9
38. Participle after noun 8
39. Predicate adjective after copula 9
40. Predicate noun after copula 9
41. 'It' anticipatory 8
42. Noun in apposition 9
43. Adverb after verb 9
44. Adverb before verb 9
45. Adverb between verb and auxiliary 9
46. Possessive 9
47. Possessive with 'of 1 8
48. Partitive use of f of ! 8
49. Two objects, indirect before direct 8
50. Two objects, indirect before direct with 'to' or 'for' 6
51. Two objects, direct before indirect 6

TABLE II
TYPES OP SENTENCE STRUCTURES IN THE ORDER GIVEN IN QUESTION
TEST, WITH THE CORRESPONDING THORNDIKE FREQUENCY RATING
Thorn-
Sentence structures of Questions
. dike
Ratine;
1. Simple sentence introduced by interrogative word ... 8
2. Simple sentence, interrogative word not at the begin-
ning 3
3. Simple sentence introduced by interrogative word and a
form of 'do' 6
4. Simple sentence introduced by interrogative word and a
form of 'have 1 8
5. Simple sentence introduced by interrogative word and a
form of 'be' (deliberative) 4
6. Simple sentence introduced by interrogative word with
a preposition at the end ••••• 8
7. Simple sentence introduced by interrogative word and a
form of 'do' with a preposition at the end 6
8. Simple sentence introduced by interrogative word and a
form of 'have* with a preposition at the end .... 8
9. Simple sentence introduced by interrogative word and a
form of 'be' with a preposition at the end 4
10. Simple sentence with an interrogative phrase at the
beginning 7
11. Simple sentence with an interrogative phrase at the
beginning and a form of 'do' 6
12. Simple sentence with an interrogative phrase at the
beginning and a form of 'have' 8
13. Simple sentence with an interrogative phrase at the
beginning and a form of 'be' . 4
14. Simple sentence with a phrase at the end 8
15. Simple sentence with more than one phrase 8
16. Simple sentence with superlative adjective as comple-
ment • 8
17. Simple sentence with statement followed by an ellip-
tical question 6
18. Simple sentence with a parenthetical question • • • • 2
19. Complex sentence with a noun clause in apposition . . 8
20. Complex sentence with a dependent adjectival clause at
the end and phrases 8
21. Complex sentence with a dependent adverbial clause at
the end 8
22. Complex sentence introduced by an interrogative phrase
with a dependent adverbial clause at the end .... 6
T
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TABLE II (continued)
TYPES OF SENTENCE STRUCTURES IN THE OKDEh GIVEN IN QUESTION
TEST, WITH THE CORRESPONDING THORNDIKE FREQUENCY RATING
Thorn
-
Sentence Structures of Questions dike
Rating
23. Complex sentence with a dependent adverbial clause at
the beginning and the independent clause introduced
by an interrogative phrase 6
24. Complex sentence with independent clause at the begin-
ning followed by adverbial clause dependent on infin-
itive . 8
25. Complex sentence with adverbial clause dependent on in-
finitive at the beginning followed by independent
clause 8
26. Comparative with 'than 1 without verb 8
27. Comparative with 'than 1 with subject before verb 'does' 7
28. Comparative with 'than 1 with subject after verb 'does' 4
29. Complex sentence with several ohrases 6
30. Complex sentence with both adverbial and adjectival
clauses, phrases, and other modifiers 6
31. Long complex sentence with several adverbial clauses . 8
32. Compound predicate 8
33. Compound subject 8
34. Long, simple sentence 8
The question test was to be answered by underlining the
correct response in five possible choices, the true-false test
by marking the appropriate symbol in the proper column, the
completion test by underlining the one word out of five which
completed the sentence correctly. Words of similar appearance
which might cause confusion were not given in the same group of
choices
•
In order that the responses might reveal as precisely as
possible the nature of any difficulty in comprehension, the al-
ternative choices were usually such that they would seem cor-
rect if some essential part of the sentence structure being

tested were not correctly comprehended; e.g., "Red roses are
never large small fragrant yellow sweet."
The sentences used in the tests, although not designed to
follow any organized pattern of thought, had chiefly as subject
matter either elementary history, geography, natural science,
or topics of current interest which any junior high school pupil
would be expected to be familiar with in reading.
The vocabulary was chosen with the intent that it should
not contain any words unfamiliar to the average pupil of grade
eight. Less than one per cent of running words were not among
those included in the first 7,000 of Thorndike's word list. 3
Only one per cent of running words (proper nouns excepted) were
listed above grade seven level by any of the authorities quoted
on the Buckingham-Dolch word list^; two- thirds of the words usee
were listed among those quoted from the International Kinder-
garten Union List of words known to children upon entering
school. The few exceptional words were almost entirely those
such as 'defense' 'aviator* which are of high frequency in
current usage and which may be assumed to be familiar to grade
eight pupils.
A copy of the three tests, containing 136 items in all,
is given here.
3. Thorndike, Edward L., A Teachers 1 Word Book of the
Twenty Thousand ^/ords Found Most Frequently and^idely in General
Reading for Children and "Young People , New York: TeacEers Col-
lege, Columbia University, 19321 Pp. 182.
4. Buckingham, B. R.
,
andDolch, Edward W. , A Combined
Word List, Ginn and Company; 1936, Pp. 185.
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NAME DATE
SCHOOL GRADE
TEST OF DIFFICULTY OF VARIOUS SENTENCE STRUCTURES
I. QUESTION TEST
(Read each question carefully and underline the correct answer,)
1. What brings the rain? sun stars rivers umbrella cloud
2. Your cousins and who else are your relatives?
friends chums teachers uncles servants
3. What does an aviator drive?
boat fly automobile aeroplane horse
4. What has frozen the v.ater? snow heat cold ice hard
5. ?Jhere is a person to eat? hungry food supper meals dining-
room
6. ^fthat are tires made of?
automobile wheel rubber wood factory
7. What did Columbus cross the ocean in?
steamboat aeroplane canoe ship island
8. What have you seen little birds in?
worms eat fly nest feather
9. What is a person to eat with?
food restaurant hungry fork family
10. Of what are pencils made?
write marks erasers wood factory
11. With what do we measure temperature?
clock sun heat thermometer radio
12. of what have you often seen houses built?
shelter doors foundation carpenter bricks
13. In what is a person to put a letter?
address card news mailman mailbox
14. ¥friat fruit grows on a vine? apple flower tree bush granes

20
QUESTION TEST (continued)
15. What month of the year comes after December?
twelfth Christmas New Year's November January
16. What means of travel is the fastest?
walking swiftest train running aeroplane
17. Seven tens are sixty. If not, what?
seventeen sixty-seven sixty seventy eighty
18. Five tens, or six—which is it?—make sixty.
five fifty fifteen six sixteen
19. When is it that we go skating on the ice?
lake summer rink frozen winter
20. What is the day of the month on which we celebrate
New Year's? January New Year's Day fourth first Sunday
. 21. "yvhat would you join if you wanted to become a sailor and
fight for your country? army pilot enlist can tain navy
22. In what do you look 'when you want to know the meaning of a
word? spelling index directory dictionary history
23. T/hen you want to know the countries touching the United
States at what do you look?
history Canada Atlantic map dictionary
24. What is the thing to do when you are hungry?
dinner food starved eat digestion
25. If you want to read the writings of the ancient Romans
what is the language to study?
Italy Rome Caesar Latin manuscript
26. What is heavier than water? air cork steam lead gravity
27. What country reaches farther north than the United States
does? Mexico Maine Alaska icebergs North Dakota
28. Wh-^.t travels faster than does sound?
lightning waves echo telephone thunder
29. What do you do on hot days when you are at the lake in
summer? breeze skate cool swim bathing-suit
30. What do you buy every time that you receive your pay if
you want to help your country in its efforts to win the war?
fight defense gasoline tires bonds

QUESTION TEST (continued)
31. If you were walking down the street and suddenly heard the
air raid alarm, what would you try to find if you were not
near enough to your own house that you could run to it?
plane bombs shelter siren hurry
32. What would a person be planning to do if he packed his suit
case and bought a ticket at the railway station?
sail train travel holidays reservations
33. In what kind of work are many men, women, boys, and girls
in America now engaged?
marriage defense people employment fighting
34. What are the soldiers, sailors, aviators, and civilian
laborers all hoping to win at the end of this long struggle
with the enemies of our country?
work danger victory years defense
II. TRUE-FALSE TEST
(Mark + in the 4 column if the sentence is true or possible.
Mark 0 in the 0 column if the sentence is false or impossible.)
+ 0
1. Many days sailed Columbus.
2. A new land he discovered.
3. Over the land sail the ships.
4. The streams flow down the valleys to the sea.
5. Birds sing and laugh.
6. Cats and squirrels gather nuts.
7. Boys and girls grow up and become men and women.
8. Many poor people get up early and work long, weary
hours to earn their daily bread.
9. In the spring little boys like to take their fishing-
poles, hooks, lines, and bait and go sit on the banks
of a stream to catch a cold.
10. When the sun sets it is time for a person to get up.
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TRUE-FALSE TEST (continued)
11. We never send for a doctor when a person is sick.
12. The man who sails a boat is called an aviator.
13. The man is called a thief who steals another person's
money.
14. January is the month Christmas comes in.
15. A young person if he is polite will not offer his seat
to an old lady whom he sees standing in the train.
16. People found out long ago that the earth is square.
17. We know the sun rises in the morning and sets at night.
18. An aeroplane is what an aviator flies.
19. A foot is longer than a yard.
20. Lead is heavier than cork is.
21. A train travels faster than does lightning.
22. Twelve inches make a foot, but twelve feet do not make
a yard.
23. A minute has sixty seconds and an hour has sixty min-
utes, but a day does not have sixty hours.
24. Canada is north of the United States; Mexico is also
north of it.
25. Some people take sugar in their tea; some people take
cream in their coffee; some people like neither sugar
nor cream; others like both.
26. In the spring when the weather begins to get colder, the
birds come back from the south where they have spent the
winter, while the trees which have been bare for many
months put on their leafy coats.
27. How brown the new grass is 1.
28. In spring the dark clouds bring the rain; in summer,
snow
.
29. Listen to the lightning flash 1.

ThUE-FALSE TEST (continued)
30. Your faithful friend forsake not.
31. We buy bonds to help win the war.
32. To work in a defense plant is a useful occupation.
33. Tn the city you never see houses to let.
34. The silver moon is raq.de of a shiny metal.
35. All poor young men and women work their way through
college
.
36. Apples round and rosy are loved by children small.
37. The falling snow makes a loud noise.
38. The icebergs floating in the ocean keep the water warm.
39. Of all the months, February is the longest.
40. Washington once was president.
41. It is forbidden to waste gasoline.
42. Butter, a precious metal, is not easily obtained.
43. During the winter nights the stars shine seldom.
44. The lightning slowly travels across the sky.
45. The good soldier will bravely fight for victory.
46. Wool grows on a sheep's back.
47. A prince is the son of a king.
48. A pound of gold is worth more than a pound of sugar.
49. The Indians made themselves canoes of birch bark.
50. Eirds make for their little ones nests of grass and
twigs
.
51. A hammer is a useful tool to a carpenter.
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III. COMPLETION TEST
(Underline the work that completes the sentence correctly.)
1. Bright shines the cloud moon fog stars night
2. A foot twelve inches ruler feet yard make length
3. Across the ocean sail the wind ships land captain sea
4. Boats sail down the rivers to the
mountains sails sea travel water
5. The tide rises and wave moon shore falls set3
6. Cows and horses on the farm eat
grass field work meat stable
7. Cats and hawks kill and eat little
food worms meat birds men
8. Men and women in the factories work day and night and pro-
duce many needful work defense articles food salary
9. On a rainy April morning I heard a cheerful song coming fron
an elm tree behind our house, and after looking, discovered
on a branch up high a brave little
hero birds tune robin cat
10. When the cat is near the mice will
cheese play danger hide safe
11. We hurry to supper when the bell run rung rings eat does
12. The person who cares for your teeth is called a
druggist wise healthy brush dentist
13. Summer is the time when people go
sliding skating crazy swimming warm
14. America is the country Columbus
found Indians bought land island
15. On a bright summer morning when we have planned to take a
trip to the beach, or on a clear winter day that we have our
skates ready to go to the lake, it usually begins to rain or
snow just when it will spoil our
swimming skating vacation storm plans
16. Columbus believed that the world was
square America .discovered round flat
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COMPLETION TEST (continued)
17. Everyone knows the sun rises in the east and sets in the
east north west south morning
18, A thermometer is what the nurse uses to take
money cases pulse medicine temperature
19 • A foot is shorter than a yard ruler measure toe length
20. Trees grow taller than grass do does green tall woods
21. A rabbit runs faster than does a train snail whip clock
race
22. Every person must eat or he will not be able to
die food live starve strong
23. A week always has seven days, while a month may have four
weeks or more, and a year has fifty- two weeks and one or two
extra months years days hours minutes
24. Coffee now is very scarce; sugar also has been
plentiful food produced eaten rationed
25. Spring is the season for planting; summer is the season for
growth; autumn is the season for harvest; winter is the time
for enjoying the seasons farming fruit work cold
26. There are some people who have succeeded in life without
many years in school, but there are very few people who can
succeed unless they are willing to
play fail learn money success
27. What sharp stings have the frost fly pain bees bite
28. December has the shortest days of the year; June the
coldest shorter summer longest spring
29. Be careful to put out the door shade care light danger
30. This word of warning never learn forget careful fail
danger
31. Our soldiers and sailors are fighting to
enemies win lose war danger
32. To repeat rumors is a bad news story lies habit spy
33. During a famine there is not enough food to
drink hunger starve eat need

COMPLETION TEST (continued)
34. Trains travel on steel metal power rails iron fast
35. A, true and loyal friend is hard to
keep tell say find faithful
36. Rets large and small may be caught if you use the right
kind of light hook trap size rat
37. The lighted windows are shaded by
dark lamps rooms curtains colors
38. The snow piled up high around the windows prevented us from
seeing out to the door street stove cold curtains
39. Red roses are never large small fragrant yellow sweet
40. The highest official in this country is the
police president state king mayor
41. It is what you are and not what you seem that is more
important character truth appearance opinion
42. Your friend, the boy by the door, is a clever
girl man fellow smart bright
43. During the summer the rain falls
never snow often showers sprinkles
44. During the autumn the leaves on the maple trees gradually
grow plants winter fall spring
45. The birds are usually hunting for
strings grass guns food nests
46. You can rest at the journey's
road way beginning end quiet
47. The painting shows the skill of the
writer picture color paint artist
48. Of the year, six months is a
quarter third season half time
49. The mailman usually brings us
home stamps letters sadness books
50. The dog gave to his master his greatest
fear friend devotion play bark

COMPLETION TEST (continued)
51. A passenger on a train passes hi 3 ticket to the
thief engineer salesman station conductor

The tests were given to the 150 pupils in five classes
in a Quincy junior high school during the second semester of
grade eight, as part of their regular work in English. The
puoils v/ere all familiar with the multiple choice, true-false,
and completion type of tests; therefore, almost no directions
other than those printed at the beginning of each test on the
mimeographed sheets were required. Any further directions were
given uniformly by the two teachers who administered the tests.
A trial of the tests was made first with two of the
classes considered to be about average in ability. From this
it was ascertained that all three tests could be completed
within a regular class period without any emphasis on speed.
The count of errors indicated that the tests were neither ex-
tremely easy nor extremely difficult for these two classes.
Within a week the tests were given under similar con-
ditions to the remaining three classes. Out of the total of
150 sets of tests done, two were not completed and these papers
were discarded, leaving 148 test papers to be used as sources
of data.
The teachers reported that the pupils did not show any
signs of fatigue but rather seemed to enjoy doing the tests
and to regard them as easy.

CHAPTER IV
RaSbLIS OF IgSTS
Each of the 148 test papers was checked at least twice,
and the total number of errors made "by each pupil wa3 recorded.
The range of errors was found to be from two to thirty, the
median number of errors being B.50 and the mean number of errors
be ins 9 - 49 •
Reading comprehension grades as achieved at tne end of th
)
seventh grade were available for 137 out of tne 148 pupils. The
grades were derived from the reading comprehension test of In-
termediate Battery A of the Progressive Achievement Tests^, which
are well standardized and of nign reliability. The median grade
was approximately B.50; therefore, it may be assumed that at the
time of giving the tests of difficulty of sentence structure,
several months later, the median grade would hava been approx-
imately 9.0, or slightly above average for pupils of grade eight
and few cases would have been far below the average.
The frequency and median number of errors for each com-
prehension grade, and the total frequency for each number of
errors are shown in Table III. The data- indicate a positive cor-
relation between highest reading comprehension scores and lowest
number of errors on the sentence' tests, and between lowest
1. Tiegs, Ernest SB
.
, and Clark, Willis W., Progre ssive
Achieve men b Tests . Los Angeles: California Test Bureau, 1937.

TABLE III
FRE QU&N C OF ERRCHS ACCORDING TO REaDII G COLPREKEN 31m GRADE
TvT o nfi\ U . <Jx Reading C or::prehen s i on Grade Total
5 6 7 d 9 10 11 unknown Frequency
2 1 3 4
1 1 3 5
4 1 2 1 4
5 2 2 1 3 4 2 2 16
6 1 1 r-0 1 4 1 13
7 9 %<J o(j ry 1 15
8 1 O oc. ao 1 1 17
9 1 1 4 4 3 2 15
10 1 o 2 2 1 11
11 1 2 1 2 o
12 1 2 4 1 1 9
13 1 3 4 1 9
14 3 2 2 7
15 1 -L JL 3
15 1 1 2
17 1 1 2
13 1 Q 3
19 1 - 1
20 0
21 0
22 0
23 1 1 1 *
24 1 1
0
26 0
27 0
28 1 1
29 0
30 1 1
Totals 7 16 27 31 23 26 7 11 148
Medians 12 14 9 10 3 6.5 5 12 3.5
30
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comprehension scores and .highe st number of errors.
A tabulation was made of the errors on each item of the
tests. labia IV shows the total errors on the true-false and
completion tests separately; a later table shows them combined.
TABLE IV
TOTAL BUMBER OF ERRORS FOR EACH STRUCTURE IN THE TRUE -FALSE
,
TEST AND THE COMPLETION TEST WITH TEE SENTENCES IN THE ORDER
GIVEN IN TEE TESTS
Errors
SENTENCE STRTJCTTBES True- Comple
-
false tion
1. Simple sentence, verb and subject inverted . .' 20 53
2. Simple sentence, verb and object inverted. . • 14 7y
3. Simple sentence, verb and subject inverted,
5 3
4. 41 2
5. Simple sentence witn com.pound predicate. . . . 13 32
6
.
5 1
7. Simple sentence with compound subject and corn-
1 11
8. 2 1
2.. Longer simple sentence with phrases and modi-
10 8
10. Complex sentence with dependent adverbial clause
10 1
11. Complex sentence with dependent adverbial clause
15 8
12. Complex sentence with dependent adjectival
1 1
13. Complex sentence with dependent adjectival
6 2
14. Complex sentence with adjectival clause having
2 2
15. Long complex sentence with both adverbial and
7 26
16. 1 7
17. Noun clause introduced by 'that' omitted . . . 4 6
13. 5 0
IS. 4 6
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TABLE IV (continued)
TOTAL NUMBER OF ERRORS FOR BACH STRUCTURE I1M TEE TRUE-FALSE
TEST AftD TEE COmPLETICr: TEST, WITH THE SENTENCES IK TRE ORDER
GIVEN IN TRE TESTS
Errors
True- Comple
Sentence Structures false tion
20
.
Comparative with 'than' with subject be-
11 y
Q 1 00:' para tive with 'than' with suoject after
1-7
1
2. 6
. Compound sentence with t~.vo clauses joined by
Compound sentence with more than two clauses
22 0
• _ • m m • i •
_ 4 17
24 . Compound sentence with two clauses separated
0
25 Compound sentence with more than two clauses
2 78
O G
(J O • 34 2
27 6 2
28 9 12
29 28 1
50 _ j i "i j 37 39
31 Iniinitlve useu as adverbial of purpose . . 0 0
32 5 7
So • 11 1
o
35. 63 13
. 15 1
37. TX 1
38. 7 5
39. 5 25
40. 3 2
41. 31 0
42. 2 6
43. 25 5
44. 1 6
45. 4 11
46. 16 3
47. 7 3
48. 27 3
49. Two objects, Indirect before direct .... 3 1
50. Two objects, indirect before direct with
2 25
51. Two objects, direct before indirect .... 1 2
((
The total number of errors for each item of the question
test is shown in Table V which follows below.
TABLE V
TOTAL NUMBER OF ERRORS FCR BACH STRUCTURE IN THE QUESTION 'TEST
IN THE CRDER GIVEN IK THE TEST
Sentence Structures of Questions Errors
1. Simple sentence introduced by interrogative word . 6
2. Simple sentence, interrogative word not at the
beginning 1
3. Simple sentence introduced by interrogative word
and a form of 'do' 2
4. Simple sentence introduced oy interrogative word
and a form of 'nave' 10
5. Simple sentence introduced by interrogative word
and a form of 'be' (deliberative) 12
6. Simple sentence introduced by interrogative word
with a preposition at the end 0
7. Simple sentence introduced by interrogative word
and a form of 'do' with a preposition at the
end 0
8. Simple sentence introduced by interrogative word
and a form of 'have' with a preposition at the
end 2
9. Simple sentence introduced by interrogative word
and a form of 'be' with a preposition at end . 5
10. Simple sentence with an interrogative phrase at
the beginning 2
11. Simple sentence with an interrogative phrase at
the beginning and a form of 'do' 1
12. Simple sentence with an interrogative phrase at
the beginning and a form of 'have' 3
13. Simple sentence with an interrogative phrase at
the beginning and a form of 'be' 12
14. Simple sentence with a phrase at the end 0
15. Simple sentence with more than one phrase 5
16. Sir ole sentence with superlative adjective as com-
plement 2
17. Simple sentence with statement followed by an el-
liptical question 5
18. Simple sentence with a parenthetical question. . . 23
c(
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TABLE V (continued)
TOTAL HUMBER OF ERRORS FOR EACii STRUCTURE IN THE QUESTION TEST
IN THE ORDER GIVEN IN TEE TEST
19. Complex sentence wLtib a noun clause in apposition 7
20. Complex sentence with a dependent adjectival
clause at the end and .phrases 89
21. Cottplex sentence with a dependent adverbial clause
and phrase s at the end 2
22. Complex sentence introduced by an interrogative
phrase with a dependent adverbial clause at end 7
22. Complex sentence with a dependent adverbial clause
at the beginning and the independent clause in-
troduced by an interrogative phrase 3
24. Complex sentence with independent clause at the be-
ginning followed by adverbial clause dependent
on infinitive 1
25. Complex sentence with adverbial clause dependent on
infinitive at tne beginning followed by inde-
pendent clause 32
26. Comparative with 'than' without verb 36
27. Comparative with 'than' with subject before verb
1 doe s 1 3
28. Comparative with 'than' with subject after verb
'does' 19
29. Complex sentence with several phrases 2
30. Complex sentence with both adverbial and adjectival
clauses, phrases, and other modifiers 0
31. Long complex sentence with several adverbial clauses 0
32. Compound predicate 4
33. Compound subject 8
34. Long simple sentence 1
((
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The structures on each one of the three tests were next
rearranged into rank order according to increasing number of
errors. The items of the true-false and completion tests were
similarly ranked according to the combined total number of er-
rors for each item. Since the tests were designed to measure
difficulty of comprehension it was assumed that there was a
high positive correlation between the number of errors and
comprehension difficulty. Certain inconsistencies, however,
sore of which are referred to in tne chapter which follows,
would indicate that in a few instances factors other than struc-
ture of sentence contributed to the comprehension difficulty.
In each of the four lists of ranked items of sentence
structure the twentieth, fortieth, sixtietn, and eightieth
percentiles were marked off as accurately as possible without
separating items having exactly the same number of errors. In
this way five levels of difficulty were designated, an approx-
imately equal proportion of tne number of items being included
in each level. A qualitative description of tne five levels
of comprehension difficulty follows. It is recognized that
such a description cannot be as exact or adequate as one would
de sire .
I j;o difficulty; very easy
II Little difficulty; easy
III Fair or moderate difficulty
IV Considerable difficulty
V Great difficulty
Table VI shows the ranges of number of errors per item
(
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for each level cf difficulty In the true-false and completion
tests, separately and combined, and in the question test.
In Table VII the fifty-one structures contained in the
true -false and completion tests are listed according to their
level of difficulty in tne true-false tsst, the level on the
completion test also being indicated. Nearly SO per cent of the
structures are found in the same or adjacent levels on the two
tests, while 5 per cent are in the extremely opposite levels.
The errors on trie two tests separately (as shown in Table IV)
are combined and the structures arranged in levels of difficulty
in Table VIII, 38 per cent of the structures remaining in the
TABLE VI
NUMBER OF ERRORS EH EACH SENTENCE STRUCTUKE IN EACH LEVEL OF
DIFFICULTY HJ THE TRUE-FALSE TEST AND THE COMFLBTIQB TEST,
SEPARATELY AND COMBINED, AND IN THE QUESTION TEST.
Level of Number of Errors in Each Sentence Structure
Difficulty
True-false Test and Completion Test question Test
Separately Combined
I 0-1 0-5 0-1
II 2-3 5-10 2-3
III 4-6 11-20 4-7
IV 7-15 21-31 8-12
V 16-63 32-93 13-39
i
3*7
TABLE VII
COMPARISON OF LEVELS CF DIFFICULTY CF S^F&iCE STRUCTURES IN
TRUE-FALSE TEST AND COMPLETION TEST
Level in Sentence Structures arranged in order Level in
True -false of difficulty on true-false test. Completion
Infinitive used as adverbial of purpose . I
Simple sentence with compound subject and
compound predicate IV
Complex sentence with dependent adjectival
clause following antecedent I
Noun clause introduced by 'that' IV
Participle before noun 1
Adverb before verb Ill
Two objects, direct oefore indirect .... II
Long simple sentence I
Complex sentence with adjectival clause nav-
ing relative omitted II
Comparative with 'than' v/ith subject after
verb 'does' IV
Compound sentence v/ith more than two clauses
separated oy semicolons V
Noun used as an adjective II
II Noun in apposition Ill
Two objects, indirect before direct, with
'to' or 'for' V
Compound sentence with two clauses separated
by a semicolon I
Predicate noun after copula II
Two objects, indirect before direct I
Noun clause introduced bj- 'that ' omitted. .Ill"
Comparative with 'than' without verb . . . .Ill
Compound sentence with more than bwo clauses
joined by conjunctions V
Adverb between verb and auxiliary IV
III Simple sentence, verb and subject inverted,
phrase at the beginning II
Simple sentence with compound subject. ... I
Noun clause introduced by 'what' I
Infinitive used as a noun IV
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Ta3LE Vil (continued)
CC. r.-RIbG,:, OF LEVELS Ci- DIFFICULTY OF sentence STRUCTURES 1:1
TRUE-FALSE TEST AND COMPLETION TEST
Level in Sentence Structures arranged in order Level in
True -false of difficulty on true -false test. Completion
Predicate adjective after copula V
Complex sentence with dependent adjectival
III clause separated from antecedent. ... II
(cont.) Exclamatory statement II
Long, complex sentence with both adverbial
and adjectival clauses V
Participle after noun Ill
Possessive with 'of II
Elliptical statement IV
Longer simple sentence with phrases and
modifiers IV
Complex sentence with dependent adverbial
clause at the beginning I
IV Comparative with 'than' with subject be-
fore verb 'does' IV
Infinitive used as an adjective I
Simple sentence with compound predicate . V
Simple sentence, verb and object inverted V
Complex sentence with dependent adverbial
clause at the end IV
Adjective in inverted order I
Possessive II
Simple sentence, voro and subject inverted V
Compound sentence with two clauses joined
by a c on j un c t i on I
Adverb after" verb Ill
Partitive use of 'of II
V Command, ordinary order I
'It' anticipatory I
Compound-complex sentence II
Command, object and verb inverted .... V
Simple sentence, phrase' at the end. ... II
Adjective In ordinary order IV
I
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same level as in Table VII or trie adjacent level, the other 11
per cent moving into a mean level. This seems to indicate a
fair degree of reliability between the two tests.
TABL3 VIII
CO! BINED TOTALS OF ERRORS OR EACH STRUCTURE ON THE TRUE-FALSE
ArjD COMPLETION TESTS ARRANGED IH OHD.-.R OP DIFFICULTY
Order of Sentence Structures No. of Errors
Level 1
1. Infinitive used as adverbial of purpose 0
2. Complex sentence wi th d e pendent adjectival clause
following antecedent . 2
3. Participle before noun 2
4. Long simple sentence 3
5. Compound sentence with two clauses separated by a
semicolon 3
6. Two objects, direct before indirect 3
7. Complex sentence with adjectival clause having re-
lative omitted 4
8. Noun used as an adjective . 4
9. Two objects, indirect before direct 4
10. Noun clause introduced 'what' 5
11. Predicate noun after copula ... 5
Level II
12. Simple sentence with c or: pound subject 6
13. Adverb before verb 7
14. Simple sentence, verb and subject inverted, phrase
at the beginning 8
15. Complex sentence with dependent adjectival clause
separated fror antecedent 8
15. Ncun clause introduced by 'uhat' 3
17. Exclarratory statement 8
13. Noun in apposition 8
19. Comparative with 'than' with subject after 'does' 9
20, Noun clause introduced b\ 'that' omitted .... 10
21, Comparative with 'than' without verb 10
22. Possessive with 'of 10
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TABUS VIII (continued)
COMBINED TOTALS OF TRUE -FALSE AND COMPLETION TESTS ARRANGED
- IN GRDER OF DIFFICULTY
Order of Sentence Structures No. of Errors
Level III
23. Complex senbence with dependent adverbial clause
at the beginning 11
24. Simple sentence with compound subject and compound
predicate 12
25. Infinitive used as a noun 12
26. Infinitive used as an aajective 12
27. Participle after noun 12
28. Adverb between verb and auxiliary 15
29. Adjective in inverted order 16
30. Longer simple sentence with phrases and modifiers 18
31. Possessive 19
32. Comparative with 'than' with subject before verb
'does' 20
Level IV
33. Compound sentence with more than two clauses joined
by conjunctions 21
34. Elliptical statement 21
35. Compound sentence with two clauses joined by a con-
junction 22
36. Complex sentence with dependent adverbial clause
at the end 23
37. Two objects, indirect before direct with 'to' or
'for' 27
38. Command, Ordinary order 29
39. Predicate adjective after copula 30
40. Adverb after verb 30
41. Partitive use of 'of 30
42. 'It' anticipatory 31
Level V
43. Long, complex sentence with both adverbial and ad-
jective clauses 33
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TABLE VIII (continued)
C0?--"3INSD TOTALS OF TRUE-FALSE AND COMPLETION TESTS ARRANGED
IN ORDER OF DIFFICULTY
Order of Sentence Structures No. of Errors
Level V (continued)
44. Compound-complex sentence 36
45. Simple sentence, phrase at tne end ...... 43
46. Simple sentence with compound predicate .... 45
47. Simple sentence, verb and subject inverted. . . 73
43. Command, object and verb inverted 76
49. Adjective in ordinary order 76
50. Compound sentence wi tn more than two clauses sep-
arated by semicolons 30
51. Simple sentence, verb and object inverted ... 93
Table IX snows the number of errors for eacn of the sen-
tence structures used on tne question test and the levels of
difficulty into whicn the structures are divided.
TA3LE IX
SENTENCE STRUCTURES OF QUESTIONS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF DIFFI
CULTY *.VITE TABULATION OF NUMBER OF ERRORS
Level Sentence Structures No. of
Errors
Simple sentence introduced by interrogative
word with a preposition at the end ... 0
Simple sentence introduced by interrogative
•word and a form of 'do' with a preposition
at the end 0
I Simple sentence with a phrase at the end. . 0
Complex sentence with both adverbial and ad-
jectival clauses, phrases, and other mod-
ifiers 0
Long complex sentence with several adverbial
clauses
. 0
Simple sentence, interrogative word not at
tne beginning 1
(I
TABLE IX (continued)
SKHTENCIS STRUCTURES OF QUESTIONS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF DIFFICULT
vVITii TABULATION OF UTJMBgR OF ERRORS
Level Sentence Structure x\r o. of
Errors
Simple sentence with an interrogative phrase at the
beginning and a form of 'do' 1
I Complex sentence with independent clause at the be-
(cont. ) ginning followed by adverbial clause dependent
on infinitive 1
Long simple sentence 1
Simple sentence introduced by interrogative word and
a form of 'do' 2
Simple sentence introduced by interrogative word and
a form of 'hav© 1 frith a preposition at the end . 2
Simple sentence With an interrogative phrase at the
beginning 2
Simple sentence with superlative adjective as com-
plement 2
II Complex sentence witn a dependent adveroial clause
at the end 2
Complex sentence with several phrases 2
Simple sentence with an interro?-ative phrase afc the
beginning and a fore of 'have' 3
Complex sentence with a dependent adverbial clause
at the beginning and fcne independent clause in-
troduced bj an interrogative pnrase 3
ill
Coir pound predicate 4
Simple sentence Introduced by interrogative word and
a form of ' oe 1 with a preposition at the end . . 5
Sir pie sentence Introduced by interro gative word . 6
Simple sentence with more tnan one phrase 5
Simple sentence with staLerrent followed by an ellip-
tical question 6
Complex sentence with a noun clause in apposition . 7
Complex sentence introduced by an interrogative
phrase with a dependent adverbial clause at the
end • 7
Comparative with 'tnan' with subject before verb
'does' 8
IV Compound subject 8
Simple sentence introduced by interrogative word
and a form of 'have' 10

TABLE IX (continued)
SENTENCE STRUCTURES OF QUESTIONS ARRANGED IE ORDER OF DIFFICULT
WITh TABULATION CF NUMBER CF ERRORS
Level Sentence structures No. of
Errors
Simple sentence introduced by interrogative word
IV and a form of 'be' (deliberative) 12
(cont.) Simple sentence with an interrogative phrase at
the beginning and a form of 'be' 12
Comparative with 'than' with subject after verb
'does' '. 19
Simple sentence wi"ch a parenthetical question . 23
Complex sentence with adverbial clause dependent
V on infinitive at the beginning followed by in-
dependent clause 32
Comparative with 'than' without verb 36
Complex sentence with a dependent adjectival
clause at the end and phrases 89

COL PARISON OF FREQUENCY AND DIFFICULTY
Since Thorndike frequency ratings were known for rr.ost of
the structures used in tne tests, it was of interest to compare
the frequency of a structure with its degree of difficulty as
found In tne tests. The percentage of the structures in each
rating were calculated for the 52 structures used in the true-
false and completion tests, and similarly for the 34 structures
in the question test.
The structures used in the true-false and completion
tests were found in five different ratings. The percentages
that the structures In a certain rating were of tne total
structures were calculated. For 3 per cent of tne structures
no rating was given.
.
Then for each rating the percentage of
the total errors was calculated. The mean number of errors
per structure of each rating was then derived fron the ratio
of the percentage of errors to the percentage of structures in
that rating. The figures are shown in Table X.
Similarly for tne six different ratings represented in
the question best were calculated the percentages of structures
and the percentages of errors for each rating, and from these
the number of errors per structure, in each rating. These
figures are snown In Table XI.
The Thorndike frequency ratings descend from nine to one
according to decrease in frequency; if there is a negative cor-
relation between frequency and difficulty and we assume rate of
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errors as an indey. of difficulty, the rate of errors should in-
crease as tne frequency rating decreases. The results here do
not snow any consistent increase in rate of errors according to
decrease in frequency. For rating three which was represented
by only one structure on each, test there was by far the highest
rate of error, but this probably points only to the difficulty
of that parbicular structure. Therefore we cannot assume from
tne data obtained in this study any definite relationship be-
tween frequency and difficulty of sentence structures.
TABLE X
A COMPARISON OF THGENDIKE FREQUENCY RATING AND DIFFICULTY OF
STRUCTURES Bi TxiS TRUE-FALSB AI1D COMPLETION TESTS
Thorndike Percentage of Percentage of Errors per
Rating Structures Errors Structure
9 39 35 .90
B 39 29 .74
7 8 12 1.50
6 4 3 .75
3 2 7 3.50
? 8 14 1.75

TABLE XI
A COMPARISON OF THORNDIKE FREQUENCY RATING AND DIFFICULTY OF
STRUCTURES IN THE QUESTION TEST
Tnorndike Percentage of Percentage of Errors per
Rating Structures Errors Structure
oO 50 56 1.32
7 6 3 .50
6 26 7.3 .23
4 12 . 16 1.33
3 3 7.3 2.43
2 3 0.4 .11

CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF SENTENCE STRUCTURES ACCORDING TO DIFFICULTY LEVELS
The data from the results of trie tests as presented in
Chapter IV provided the "basis for many comparisons among the
various structures of sentences. In order to facilitate such
comparisons and to show trends of difficulty, a number of
aspects of structure have been chosen for further analysis;
length and form of sentence; various types of simple, compound
and complex sentences; the use of comparatives, infinitives,
auxiliary verbs; and the position of adverbs, adjectives, and
objects within a sentence. Tables show the variations of the
aspect under consideration, the tests in which each appeared,
and the levels of difficulty.
Table XII shows that a great increase in length raised
the difficulty by two or three levels in both the true-false
and completion tests, but kept the level the same or lowered it
in the question test. Since other factors than length might
have influenced the difficulty, we can conclude only that the
tendency shown- here is towards a positive correlation between
extreme length of sentence and degree of difficulty.
Table XIII compares various forms of sentence. It shows
that exclamation and ellipsis cause a fair or considerable
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TABLE XII
LENGTH OP SENTENCE MI) LEVELS OF DIFFICULTY
Test Simple sentence Complex Sentence
Shortest Longest
,
Shortest Longest
True-false II IV II . IV
Completion I IV II V
Question III .1 II
amount of difficulty, while commands caused much difficulty,
the inverted form "being consistently high in level five. The
fact that the parenthetical question was in the highest level
of difficulty may be partially the result of the simple arith-
metical reasoning involved.
The data shown in Table XIV seem to warrant the conclu-
sion that in the simple sentence
,
inversion, either of subject
or object, tends towards tne highest level of difficulty of
comprehension; however, the number of errors was considerably
less when a phrase introduced the sentence. An increase in the
number of phrases in a sentence increased the difficulty in all
but one case: tne high incidence of error on item four of the
true-false test (41 errors) as compared with only two errors on
an almost identical sentence on the completion test is not
readily explained. Compound predicate seemed to cause greater
difficulty than did compound subject; this was contrary to
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Henley's findings.
The levels of difficulty for compound sentences, as shown
*
| in Table XV, ranged from the lowest to the highest; the combined
totals (see Table VIII) show a tendency towards considerable
difficulty. ."No consistent effect seemed to result from increase
in the number of clauses or from substitution of semicolon for
conjunction.
TABLE XIII
VARIOUS FORMS OF SENTENCE WITH CORRESPONDING DIFFICULTY LEVELS
Form of Sentence Test Level
Exclamatory statement True-false III
Completion II
Elliptical statement True-false IV
Completion IV
statement followed by elliptical Question III
question
Command, ordinary order True-false V
Completion I
Command, object and verb True-false V
inverted Completion V
Parenthetical question Question V
I

TABLE XIV
VARIOUS TYPES OF SIMPLE SENTENCE WITH CORRESPONDING
DIFFICULTY LEVELS
Type of Simple Sentence Test Level
Verb and subject inverted True-falbe V
Completion V
Verb and object inverted True-false IV
Completion V
Verb and subject inverted, phrase True-falae III
at the beginning Completion II
Phrase at the end True-false V
Completion II
Question I
Several phrases True-false IV
Completion IV
Question III
Compound predicate True-falte IV
Completion V
Question III
Compound subject True-false III
Completion I
Question IV
Compound subject and compound True-false I
predicate Completion IV

The comparison of many of the possible variations of
subordination in the complex sentence, as shown in Table XVI,
indicate^ a range of difficulty from the lowest level to the
highest and also many inconsistencies.
Noun clauoes, only one item being above level three,
tended to ease or moderate difficulty with no significant
difference shown between the four types tested.
Adjectival clauses caused slight or very moderate dif-
ficulty, not above level three except in one noteworthy item;
on the question test the sentence containing an adjectival
clause following antecedent in the' customary order had the
highest frequency of errors of any item used in the tests; the
error may have been caused by faulty reference, or more likely
by the prepotency of the word "New Year's". Otherwise, sepa-
ration of the adjectival clause from its antecedent was marked
by increase in difiicuxty.
All the forms 01 the comparative witn 'than' given in
Table XVII shew some degree of difficulty, only the form with
subject after verb 'does' being below the third level of dif-
ficulty on one test. While the structure with subject before
verb 'does' in the statement form had twice a&> many errors as
the other statement structures, the question form of that
structure had less than half as many errors as the others.
The difficulty in questions tended to be greater than
in statements, which suggests that not only the structure,
but the sentence form may contribute to difficulty.

TABLE XV
VARIOUS TYPES OF COMPOUND SENTENCES WITH COBBBSPOKDUJG
DIFFICULTY LEVELS
Type of Compound Sentence Test Level
Two clauses joined "by conjunction True-false V
Completion I
More than two clauses joined "by True-false III
conjunctions Completion V
Two clauses separated "by semicolon True-false II
Completion I
More than two clauses separated "by True-false II
semicolons Completion V
Compound-corplex True-false V
Completion II
1.. ,uc c^uebbicn structure with subject after verb 'does 1
there is a possibility that the factual difficulty may have
caused a few errors: the expected answer was 'lightning 1 , hut
the twc cases were allowed correct where 'telephone* was checked
Of the thirteen simple sentence question structures
considered in Table XVIII, eight are in the two easiest levels,
five in the next two higher levels, hut none in the most diffi-
cult. The position of the interrogative word not at the begin-
ning caused no difficulty. Whether the preposition introduced
the interrogative phrase cr came at the end of the sentence
seemed to cause little difference.

TABLE XVI
DEPEHDEFI CLAUSES IK COMPLEX SEHTWCES WITH COBRBSPOUDING
DIFFICULTY LEVELS
Dependent Clauses Test Level
Adverbial clause at the beginning
Adverbial clause at th, : end
Adjectival clause following antecedent
Adjectival clause separated from
antecedent
Adjectival clause having relative
omitted
Both adverbial and adjectival clauses
Noun clause introduced by 'that'
Noun clause introduced by 'that'
omitted
Noun clause introduced by 'what'
Noun clause in apposition
Independent clause introduced by inter
interrogative phrase, adverbial
clause at the end
True-iaise TVL V
Completion I
True-false IV
Completion IV
Question II
True-false I
Completion I
Question V
True-false III
Completion II
True-false II
Completion II
True-false IV
Completion V
Question I
True-false I
Completion IV
True-false III
Completion III
True-false III
Completion I
Question III
Question III
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TABLE XVI (continued)
DEPENDENT CLAUSES 111 COEP^EX SE3HOTCES WITH CORHSSPOHBIHG
DIFFICULTY LEVELS
Dependent Clauses Test Level
Adverbial clause at the beginning, the Question II
independent clause introduced by an
interrogative phrase
Independent clause at the beginning Question I
followed by adverbial clause
dependent on infinitive
Adverbial clause dependent on infin- Question V
itive at the beginning followed
by independent clause
Adverbial clause with several phrases Question II
Several adverbial clauses Question I

TABLE XVII
COMPARATIVE WITH 'THAN' WITH CORESSPOILING DIFFICULTY LEVELS
Comparative with 'Than' Test Level
Without verb True-false III
Completion III
Question V
With subject before verb 'does' True-false IV
Completion IV
Question IV
With subject after verb 'does' True-false II
Completion IV
Question V
Of the three auxiliaries „ J do
' ,
'have', 'be'^-'do' was
consistently easiest and 'be' the hardest, with 'have' inter-
mediary. The structures without an auxiliary tended to be
slightly harder than those witn 'do' but easier than those with
' have ' and ' be '
.
Table XIX shows that infinitives tend to be easy or fairly
difficult rather than extremely difficult in comprehension.
The use of the infinitive as adverbial of purpose was the only
structure in the combined true-false and completion test totals
which had no error. The use of the infinitive as a noun showed
a fair amount of difficulty consistently. The larger number of
errors on the use of the infinitive as adjective (item 33) may
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possibly have "been due to a factual difficulty caused by the
use of the adverb 'never' in the sentence. The use of the
infinitive as noun, which caused highest difficulty here was
also distinctly the highest on Henley's tests.
Table XX shows that the use of any adverb tended to
cause comprehension difficulty, all but one such structure
being in the third or higher levels. The aaverb when placed
before the verb caused less difficulty than wh^n it was after
the verb or between the verb and auxiliary. Henley also found
that the adverb caused least difficulty when it was placed
before the verb.
Adjectives seemed to have a considerable or great ten-
dency to cause comprehension difficulty as shown in Table XXI.
The extremely high incidence of error in the use of the adjec-
tive in the ordinary order (item 55) on the true-false teat
deserves special comment: the use of 'all' in conjunction with
'poor' produced uncertainty of response as evidenced by a large
number of answers which had been changed. The position of the
adjective showed no consistent effect upon difficulty. However
the participle caused considerable difficulty when used after
the noun, while almost none when used before the noun.
As shown in Table XXII, there was almost no difference
in difficulty caused by the arrangement of direct and indireet
objects or by the omission of 'to' and 'for'. The apparent
difficulty of the arrangement of indirect before direct with
a preposition on xhe completion test may be due to failure

TABLE XVIII
USE OF INTSRROGATIVES AND AUXILIARY VERBS W SUPPLE SENTENCE
QUESTIONS WITH CORRESPONDING DIFFICULTY LEVELS
Use of Interrogative Auxiliary Level
inverr ogaii ive \rr r\ Tri of 1t\q c; i n v*i l Y\ crV/QxU. a O Uc J-XlXiXIlg, III
f o rmX \J X 111 of 1 do 1 II
form Of 1 have 1 IV
form of 'he 1 IV
Interrogative word not at beginning I
Interrogative
preposition
word at the "beginning,
at the end
form of 'do' •
I
I
form of 'have' II
form of 'he' III
Interrogative phrase at the "beginning II
form of 'do' I
form of ' have 1 II
form of •he 1 IV

TABLE XIX
VARIOUS USES OF THE INFINITIVE WITH CORRESPONDING LIFFICULTY
LEVELS
Use of Infinitive Test Level
As adverbial of purpose True-false I
Completion I
As a noun True-false III
Completion IV
As an adjective True-false IV
Completion I
TABLE XX
POSITION OF ADVERB 7/ITK COHHBSPOITDING LIFFICULTY LEVELS
Position of Adverb Test Level
After verb True- false V
Completion III
Before Verb True-false I
Completion III
Between verb and auxiliary True-false III
Completion IV

TABLE XXI
POSITION OF ADJECTIVE AITL PARTICIPLE tflTH CORRESPONDING
DIFFICULTY LEVEL
59
Position of Adjective Test Level
In ordinary order - rue-false V
Completion IV
In inverted order True-false IV
Completion I
Predicative after copula True-false III
Completion V
Question II
Participle "before noun True-false I
Completion I
Participle after noun True-false IV
Completion III
to understand the word 'devotion' rather than to the sentence
structure. In this study the combination of objects was
found to cause less difficulty than in Henley's.
The few structures which have not "been shown in the
foregoing tables are mentioned "briefly here: the uses of the
noun predicatively , in apposition, or as adjective were found
to "be within the two lowest levels of difficulty; the possess-
ives caused some difficulty, "being in levels two or three,
"but there was no pronounced difference "between the usages
\
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TABLE XXII
POSITION OF OBJECTS WITH THE CORKSSPOILING DIFFICULTY LEVELS
Position of 0"bject Test Level
Indirect before direct True-false II
Completion I
Indirect before direct with True-false II
'to' or 'for' Completion V
Direct before indirect True-false I
Completion II
with or without 'of. The partitive with 'of caused some-
what more difficulty. The use of 'it' anticipatory was in
the fourth level.
If the testb had contained a greater number of examples
of each item of sentence structure, and if they had been &iven
to a much larger group of pupils, more precise statistical
treatment of the data would have "been appropriate.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY" AND CONCLUSIONS
SUMMARY OF PROCEDURES
The procedures followed in this study of the difficulty
of various sentence structures at the upper grade level are
summarized here.
1. A list of eighty-five sentence structures was com-
piled consisting chiefly of those of high Thorndike frequency
rating. Of these, thirty-four were in question form.
2. Three original tests with vocabulary controlled for
grade eight were constructed: a multiple choice test using the
thirty- four question structures; a true- false test and a com-
pletion test each using in the same order fifty-one structures,
including forty-nine statements, an exclamation, and a command.
3. A trial of the tests was made with two grade eight
classes during a regular English period under their own teacher.
As the result of these tests indicated their length and dif-
ficulty to "be satisfactory for that grade, three other classes
in the same school were tested within a week under similar con-
ditions. Thus 148 complete test papers were obtained.
4. The papers were checked twice and scores recorded

"by number of errors. Scores were compared with standard read-
ing comprehension test grades, and medians calculated for each
reading grade level and for the total frequency.
5. As the tests were checked the errors of each of the
136 items were tabulated and then totalled for each of the tests
separately and for the true-false and comoletion tests combined
6. The items were arranged in order of increasing number
of errors, assumed to be the order of difficulty.
7. Five levels of difficulty, each including an approx-
imately even proportion of items, were marked off in the true-
false and completion tests, separately and combined, and in the
question test.
8. The data as tabulated were analyzed and compared in
order that any significant trends towards difficulty might be
revealed.
9. The rate of errors for each structure was compared
with its Thorndike frequency rating, wherever the latter was
known, in order to discover any relationship between frequency
and difficulty.
CONCLUSIONS
A comparison of the pupils' test scores with their read-
ing comprehension grade on a standardized test showed a high
positive correlation between the two, indicating at least a
reasonable degree of validity in the tests built for this study
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as measures of comDrehension difficulty.
A comparison of the Thorndike frequency of a structure
with the rate of error for the structure showed no decisive
evidence of a definite relationship "between frequency and dif-
ficulty of sentence structures.
Analysis and comparison of the errors as tabulated for
the eighty-five structures tested indicated that certain factors
in structure seemed definitely related to difficulty, while
others were apparently unrelated. There were a number of in-
consistencies perhaps due to elements other than the one being
tested. Some of the findings were in agreement with those of
Henley, others were contradictory. A summary follows showing
the relationships found between various factors of sentence
structure and comprehension difficulty.
Factors in Sentence Structure Apparently Bearing no Definite
Relationship to Comprehension Difficulty
1. Use of form of 'do' in questions
2. Position, use or omission of form of 'do' with comparative
with 'than*
3. Position of preposition at beginning or end of questions
4. Position of phrases in statements
5. Use or omission of relative pronouns introducing dependent
clauses
.
6. Kind, position, and number of subordinate clauses.
7. Number of clauses in compound sentence

8. Use of conjunction or semicolon in conmound sentence
9. Use of possessive with apostrophe or 'of
10. Position of adjective
11. Relative position of direct and indirect object
Factors in Sentence Structure Bearing Noticeable Relation-
~ ship to Comprehension Difficulty
1. Use of auxiliary other than form of 'do' in questions
2. Length of sentence
3. Number of phrases
4. Kind and relationship of clauses as compound, compound-
complex
5. Compounding of subject or predicate, or both
6. Inversion of verb and subject or object
7. Commands, especially in inverted form
8. Parenthetical question
9. Elliptical statement or question
10. Particular use of infinitive
11. Position of participle
12. Position of adverb
13. Separation of adjectival clause from antecedent
Elements of sentence structure are listed below according
to the degree of difficulty they apparently produced.
Elements Causing Very Little or no ' Difficulty
1. Form of 'do' as auxiliary in questions

2. Preposition at end of question
3. Adjective clause having relative omitted
4. Noun clause introduced by 'what'
5. Adjectival clause following antecedent
6. Direct and indirect objects together
7. Infinitive used as adverbial of purpose
8. Participle before noun
9. Noun used as an adjective
10. Predicate noun after copula
Elements Causing a Little or Moderate Difficulty
1. Form of 'have' as auxiliary in questions
2. Compound subject
3. Compound subject and compound predicate together
4. Noun in apposition
5. Verb and subject inverted, phrase at the beginning
6. Possessive with 'of
7. Possessive with apostrophe
3. Adjective in inverted order
9. Participle after noun
10. Adverb before verb
11. Adverb between verb and auxiliary
12. Infinitive used as a noun
13. Infinitive used as an adjective
14. Comparative with 'than' in statements with subject after
verb 'does' or without verb

15- Adjectival clause separated from antecedent
16. Adverbial clauses
17. Four clause introduced by 'that' expressed or omitted
18. Noun clause in apoosition
19. Elliptical statement or question
20. A number of phrases
21. Interrogative ohrase at beginning of question
Elements Causing Considerable Difficulty
1. Form of 'be' deliberative in questions
2. Comparative with 'than' with subject before or after verb
'does' in statements
3. Predicate adjective after copula
4. Adverb after verb
5. Partitive use of 'of'
6. 'It' anticipatory
Elements Causing Greatest Difficulty
1. Parenthetical question
2. Comparative with 'than' in Questions
"5. Compound predicate
4. Verb and subject inverted in statements
5. Verb and object inverted in statements or commands
6. Certain adjectives
7. Certain combinations of dependent clauses and phrases

The tests may serve a diagnostic purpose in indicating
certain forms or elements of sentence structure that need to
be given somewhat more emphasis in teaching. Since ready and
accurate understanding of commands is of so great importance
they should be given special attention.
This study has shown that a number of types of sentence
structure are factors in comprehension difficulty for grade
eight or persons of equivalent reading ability. The degree of
frequency of a structure has not been found to be the criterion
of ease or difficulty. Inconsistencies in the data have been
pointed out, some of which might be avoided if tests could be
more carefully controlled to isolate structural elements. More
conclusive results would be obtained from testing a larger num-
ber of persons, and from testing each element of structure a
greater number of times, in order that more accurate measures
of difficulty might be derived.
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